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1. INTRODUCTION
Trust is a necessary component in cybersecurity. It is a

common task for a system to make a decision about whether
or not to trust the credential of an entity from another do-
main, issued by a third party. Generally, in the cyberspace,
connected and interacting systems largely rely on each other
with respect to security, privacy, and performance. In their
interactions, one entity or system needs to trust others, and
this “trust” frequently becomes a vulnerability of that sys-
tem. Aiming at mitigating the vulnerability, we are devel-
oping a computational theory of trust, as a part of our ef-
forts towards Science of Security. Previously, we developed
a formal-semantics-based calculus of trust [3, 2], in which
trust can be calculated based on a trustor’s direct observa-
tion on the performance of the trustee, or based on a trust
network. In this paper, we construct a framework for mak-
ing trust reasoning based on the observed evidence. We take
privacy in cloud computing as a driving application case [5].

2. WHAT IS TRUST?
Trust is a complex social phenomenon. Based on social

studies of trust e.g. [6][1], we have the following view of trust
[4]: Trust is a mental state comprising: (1) expectancy - the
trustor expects a specific behavior from the trustee (such as
providing valid information or effectively performing cooper-
ative actions); (2) belief - the trustor believes that the ex-
pected behavior occurs, based on the evidence of the trustee’s
competence, integrity, and goodwill; (3) willingness to take
risk - the trustor is willing to take risk for that belief.

For developing evidence-based trust reasoning, we select
the following three categories of relatively observable evi-
dence, called CIA triad of trust evidence, in parallel to secu-
rity CIA triad. Consistency(C), is about the trustee’s com-
pliance with some acceptable policies and industrial stan-
dards, and also include the historical performance of the
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trustee with respect to the trustor’s expectation. We use
“consistency” to reflect the broader concept of “integrity”.
The latter concept refers to that trustee adheres to the prin-
ciples acceptable to trustee [6], in general context of soci-
eties, cultures, and religions. Intention(I), is about the
trustee’s motivation, goals, and plans. Intention is sub-
sumed by goodwill; the latter is broader, including invisible
moral responsibility to trustor and positive orientation to-
ward the trustor or the representative group of the trustor;
Ability(A), is about a trustee’s technical and organizational
competence with respect to fulfill a specific expectation.

3. EXPECTATION SPACE
Borrowing Solove’s taxonomy of privacy [8] and extend-

ing it in the context of cloud computing, we organize cloud
service providers’ activities, which may lead to privacy vi-
olation, into the following categories: data collection, data
usage, data guarding, data situation informing, data dissemi-
nation, and data termination and disposal. These categories
of activities form cloud users’ expectation space. A user’s
expectation is typical a subset of the actions (in the above
categories) positively towards users.

4. EVIDENCE SPACE
The evidence space of trust judgment consists of two groups

of facts: (1) what a service provider presents and/or per-
forms to gain trust; (2) what was observed by users and
third party professionals. From our study of trust mecha-
nisms in cloud computing [4], the first group of evidence may
include: (a) service provider’s promise in the form of policy
coverage of a specific expectation; (b) the extent of control
allowing users to make decision about their data; (c) the
transparency regarding how to handle users’ data; (d) the
accountability of the service provider’s operations on users’
data. The second group of evidence for trust judgment in-
cludes: reputation, brand name, business scale, major inci-
dents reported, the number of users’ complaints, certificates
and audit reports issued by third party professional organi-
zations, such as “Norton Secured” and “TRUSTe” seals.

5. EVIDENCE-BASED REASONING
We present the overall framework of the proposed evidence-

based trust reasoning as follows. First of all, the entity mak-
ing trust decision (trustor) identifies their specific expecta-
tion, referring to the expectation space; secondly, identifies
evidence relevant to the expectation, referring to the evi-
dence space and the CIA triad of trust evidence; thirdly,



constructs a Belief Network [7] for each expected item of
privacy protection, using the CIA triad of trust evidence as
intermediate level to connect the nodes in the evidence space
to nodes in the expectation space. A Belief Network (BN) is
a probabilistic model expressed as a DAG, with the assump-
tion that given its parent nodes, each node is conditionally
independent with all of the non-parent nodes.

Since evidence is typically incomplete, it is necessary to
represent the uncertainty due to incomplete information.
For this reason, we use an extended Belief Network model, in
which each variable (a node) represents a proposition, which
has one of three truth values – true, false, and unknown. The
well known belief triple < α, β, γ > is used to represent the
probability distribution over those three truth values. The
belief triple can be interpreted equivalently as the probabil-
ity of a belief being true is uncertain and within an interval
between α and α+ γ [3]. In this way, this extended BN al-
lows to represent and reasoning with uncertain probabilities.
If the probability distribution over the truth value unknown
of every node remains as 0, the extended BN returns to the
standard BN model. In this extended BN, trust is measured
in the same form with the same semantics as in our trust cal-
culus [3, 2]; this paradigm of evidence-based trust reasoning
with belief networks is a natural extension to our calculus
of trust, to allow inferring trust from observed evidence.

Now, we briefly discuss how to calculate the complete con-
ditional probability table (CPT) of a node, from the ba-
sic CPT, which is the CPT without considering truth value
unknown. For a node x, we use X, ¬X, ?X to represent x
having truth value of true, false, and unknown respectively;
also useX∗ to denote a known truth value of eitherX or ¬X.
Assume that in a BN, node y has direct parents x1,. . .xn;
the basic CPT for y is known; without losing generality,
assume that a row of the CPT for y corresponds to

pr(Y |X∗1 , . . . , X∗m, ?Xm+1, . . . , ?Xn).

By the semantics of belief triple, we have

pr(Y |X∗1 , . . . , X∗m, ?Xm+1, . . . , ?Xn) =

inf
xm+1∈{Xm+1,¬Xm+1}

...
xn∈{Xn,¬Xn}

{pr(Y |X∗1 , . . . , X∗m, xm+1, . . . , xn)}

similarly,

pr(¬Y |X∗1 , . . . , X∗m, ?Xm+1, . . . , ?Xn) =

inf
xm+1∈{Xm+1,¬Xm+1}

...
xn∈{Xn,¬Xn}

{pr(¬Y |X∗1 , . . . , X∗m, xm+1, . . . , xn)}

and generally,

pr(?Y |X) = 1− pr(Y |X)− pr(¬Y |X).

After the CPT of each node in a BN is defined, the condi-
tional probability of an expectation proposition being true,
given a set of evidence, can be calculated as follows:

pr(Sk|E1∧E2 . . .∧Em) =
∑

ck,ik,ak,em+1,...,en

(pr(Sk|ck, ik, ak)

× pr(ck|E1 ∧ . . . ∧ Em, em+1, . . . , en)

× pr(ik|E1 ∧ . . . ∧ Em, em+1, . . . , en)

× pr(ak|E1 ∧ . . . ∧ Em, em+1, . . . , en)

× pr(E1 ∧ . . . ∧ Em, em+1, . . . , en)),

where Sk is an expectation proposition representing that the
cloud service provider (trustee) behaves fulfilling the user’s
expected item k; variables ck, ik, and ak represent CIA triad
of trust evidence for expectation item k; E1,. . . , Em are a
set of known evidence; em+1, . . . en are the set of potential
evidence that the user does not know or just knows in a
certain extent (thus having a probability distribution over
the three truth values); each variable (in lowercase) may
have one of the three its truth values, i.e. x ∈ {X,¬X, ?X};
the last item, pr(E1 ∧ . . .∧Em, em+1, . . . , en) calculates the
joint probability distribution (JPD) of all potential evidence
identified in the evidence space. Some evidence nodes may
depend on other evidence nodes; a BN can be constructed to
express the dependence, and used for calculating the JPD.
For the nodes independent of each other, their probability
distribution is used to calculate the JPD.

This application case of evidence-based trust judgment
on privacy protection in cloud computing [5] is implemented
with Netica (norsys.com/netica.html).

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Towards Science of Security, we are developing a computa-

tional theory of trust. This paper proposed a general frame-
work for evidence-based trust reasoning, using an extended
Belief Network model that enables BN to handle uncertain-
ties due to not only the randomness of trustee’s behaviour
but also the incomplete information of trustor.
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